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Partners
A transnational partnership:
• University of ULSTER
Higher Education
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• EUROPEAN
DIGITAL
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LEARNING NETWORK
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• CULTURE GOES
EUROPE
No-profit
organisation
• EUNI Partners
Non-governmental
association
• EMPHASYS Centre
ICT training Centre
• Vudutek OOD
IT Company
• Halsinglands
Utbildningsforbund
Educational Centre

The Connected Learning project involves: United Kingdom, Italy,
Germany, Sweden, Bulgaria and Cyprus. The consortium favours a
transnational approach to the subject.

The Connected Learning: an innovative learning tool
to boost ICT and the development of digital
competences among European youth.
Connected Learning targets young people, especially the marginalised
ones and allow them to identify learning opportunities in an easy and
friendly way wherever they are. The aim of the project is promoting the
development of digital learning and routes to create a sustainable youth
oriented solution to map, assess, provide and validate the various learning
opportunities: a useful tool both for young people both for formal and nonformal learning providers.
The project will produce five results:
• The Methodology for mapping, providing and validating formal
and non-formal learning as part of digital youth work.
• The Web portal and mobile App.
• The Digital Learning Suite (Framework, Teaching and learning
Material validation)
• The Tool Kit.
• The Strategy Pack for Upscaling: From the local to National and EU
level

Connected Learning @ Youth Work
Is a 30 months project
Programme.

co-financed by the European Union by the Erasmus+

Connected Learning aims at developing a new mobile application and online
platform to allow young people to explore the education providers and their courses,
mapping therefore their ‘learning routes’.
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THE 2ND TRANSNATIONAL PROJECT MEETING

Second meeting @ Blagoevgrad (Bulgaria) hosted by Association EUNI PARTNERS
During the 2nd project meeting in beautiful Blagoevgrad, in South-western Bulgaria, which took place
in October 2019, the partners discussed the results of the questionnaires, the national reports and
finalised the status of the national index. The consortium fruitfully set the stage for the next steps of
the project. Stay tuned by visiting the project website!

CONTACT US
Website: http://connected-youth.eu/.
Facebook: Connected Learning YW
#ConnectedLearning
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